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WELCOME TO NEWSPACE!
We are Space Frontier Foundation.
For nearly 35 years, we've advocated commercial involvement in the space industry for the betterment of all humankind.
2021 was the dawn of the Commercial Space Age - one that is open to all, not only the lucky few exhibiting the "right
stuff". As we move forward into the Space Frontier, we believe it is our responsibility to create a space future that is
representative of the richness and diversity of planet Earth.
While it's natural to look to the stars and want to explore, we must do so responsibly. In order to utilize the vast
resources of space to create a better Earth for everyone, we must understand the critical role space plays in protecting
and preserving the fragile biosphere of our home.
Our NewSpace Conference was established to bring together the past, present, and future thinkers of our industry and
lay the foundation on which to build a sustainable and equitable space future. NewSpace is a point of convergence for
the visionaries, the makers, the seasoned experts, the entrepreneurs, the engineers and the scientists.
Will you join us this year and be part of the conversation?

Kim Macharia, Chair of the Board

Ann Kapusta, Executive Director
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NewSpace 2022
Seattle, Washington
"The Pacific Northwest is a center of excellence and an engine of innovation for the new,
entrepreneurial, space age. In particular, the Seattle area is the global leader in small satellites
and mega constellations, with several of the top satellite constellations based here."
Alliance Velocity

"Without major NASA or military space facilities, Washington, from a space standpoint,
is uniquely entrepreneurial."
SpaceNews

"Between 2018 and 2021, Washington State noted a 61 percent jump in economic
activity tied to the space sector."
Puget Sound Regional Council

August 24-26, 2022
Limited In-Person Registrations
Alternate and Exclusive Virtual Programming
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The Pillars of NewSpace 2022
Space
Entrepreneurship

The Resource
of Space

Evolving
Space Workforce

Frontier
Enabling Technology

For decades, Space Frontier
has brought together
startups, aerospace
corporations, government
agencies, private investors,
and innovators, advocating
for free enterprise in space.

We'll explore the implications
of space exploration on
issues like climate change,
social and economic inequity,
and depletion of natural
resources.

The rise of the Commercial
Space Age demands a fresh
look at current workforce
practices. The space industry
needs diversity - not only in
gender, ethnicity, and
socio-economic status, but
also in areas of study beyond
engineering and science - to
build a sustainable and
representative space future.

Are humans destined to
become an interplanetary
species? We'll discuss the
advances in emerging
technology and scientific
research which could make
development and
sustainability of human
settlements in space a reality
in the not so distant future.

Topic Areas: DEI, Accessible Space Travel,
Evolving Career Paths

Topic Areas: Space Based Solar Power,
Orbital Debris, Emerging Technology

How do we leverage a
thriving commercial space
ecosystem for the equitable
benefit of all humankind?
Topic Areas: State of the Industry,
Challenges, Opportunities, Resources

Is space exploration a
distraction or necessity as we
face some of the biggest
challenges of our time?
Topic Areas: Sustainability, Globalization,
Climate Change, Clean Energy
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Tiered

Sponsors

Elite - $40,000
All the bells and whistles of sponsorship! The Elite sponsorship lists your company as a presenter of the NewSpace 2022
Conference. Your logo will be prominently displayed on all marketing material and on the NewSpace Website, your organization will
be included in press releases about the event and mentioned in social media posts leading up to and during the conference (reach:
35,000+). Have other ideas? Let's talk.
Limit: 3 Available

Premier - $25,000
Be part of the conversation at NewSpace with a Premier sponsorship. Display your logo prominently on all marketing material for the
conference - including digital and print materials leading up to and at the event. You will also be featured on Space Frontier's social
media in posts and a live event promoting the conference (reach: 35,000+) and included in all press releases about NewSpace 2022.
Limit: 8 Available

Diamond - $10,000
With a Diamond sponsorship, your organization will be recognized as a key contributor to making NewSpace happen. Your logo
will be displayed on print and digital marketing material for the NewSpace 2022 Conference and your organization will be included
on the NewSpace Conference website.
Limit: 15 Available

Gold - $5,000
Support a sustainable and equitable space future leveraging free enterprise with a Gold Sponsorship. Your organization will be
acknowledged as a supporter of the Foundation in digital and print materials promoting NewSpace 2022.
Unlimited
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Tiered

Sponsors

NewSpace Complimentary Conference Pass
($385 per pass value)

Elite

Premier

Diamond

Gold

5 Passes

3 Passes

2 Passes

1 Pass

Company merchandise included in conference bags
Name listed in conference program and
hyperlink on conference website
Logo on all conference material
(including hyperlink on conference website)
Included in all Press Releases
Live interview on Social Media pre-Conference
(IG Live, Twitter Spaces)
Two slots to address the conference attendees
and dedicated recruitment booth at venue
"Presented By" Status on all conference material
(website, promotions, banners, programs)
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Activity
Sponsors

Activity Sponsors who are also
Gold, Diamond, Premier, or Elite
are eligible for additional
promotional material for their
sponsored event.

Cruise - $20,000
CAPSTONE EVENT
Following the 3-day programming, the Conference will conclude with a beautiful 3-hour cruise around Lake Washington.
Drinks, light appetizers, and a beautiful sunset await all attendees with your company highlighted front and center.
Limit: 1 Available

Kickoff - $15,000
Be a part of welcoming attendees of NewSpace 2022 with a sponsored breakfast, coffee, and welcome address with our Chair.
First impressions make all the difference - make an impact at the NewSpace 2022 kickoff event!
Limit: 1 Available

Reception - $10,000 (full) / $3,500 (co-sponsor)
Be part of the conversation while giving attendees a chance to unwind, network, and kick-back on you.
Sponsor a full or partial happy-hour reception either right at the hotel or at a nearby location.
Limit: 2 Full Sponsors Available, 6 Co-Sponsors Available

Lunch - $6,500 or In-Kind Donation
A highlight to every conference is lunch time - be the center of everyone's day by providing boxed lunches to all attendees.
Lunches can be sponsored with a cash contribution or in-kind to support a local small business and provide boxed meals.
Limit: 3 Available

Coffee - $3,500 or In-Kind Donation
People need a break. Be the hero, while gaining premium exposure, by offering conference attendees that much-needed cup of
coffee. Your company logo will appear on signage posted at coffee stations as well as on napkins and coffee sleeves.
Limit: 3 Available
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Gift

Sponsors
Give the experience of
NewSpace 2022 to a
space entrepreneur who
otherwise couldn't attend.

Student
Help ensure the next generation of the space industry is part of the conversation at NewSpace 2022. Pay for travel, accommodations,
and conference registration for students with a Student Gift Sponsor.
Unlimited

Diversity
In order to ensure the Space Frontier is representative of the diversity here on Earth, we need to start with proper representation of
marginalized people in the space industry. Pay for travel, accommodations, and conference registration for underrepresented voices
in aerospace with a Diversity Gift Sponsor.
Unlimited

These gifts can be made
anonymously or your
name can be included in
the registration page and
brochure.

Humanitarian
An often overlooked, but critical part of the space ecosystem are humanitarian and non-profit efforts paving the way for using space
as a resources to protect and better our home planet. Pay for travel, accommodations, and conference registration for people
representing nonprofit and humanitarian efforts with a Humanitarian Gift Sponsor.
Unlimited

$1,500 / per person
Can purchase multiple
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Get Involved
NewSpace 2022

Sponsorship

Media Inquiries

Sponsorships are limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis.
To request your sponsorship level or discuss sponsorship opportunities, please contact:

For press and media inquiries
regarding Space Frontier
Foundation and NewSpace 2022,
please contact us at:

Ann Kapusta
Executive Director
ann.kapusta@spacefrontier.org

press@spacefrontier.org

Interested in sponsoring multiple events and/or creating a custom sponsor package?
We offer bundled sponsorship package discounts and are happy to work with you to
create a customized package to meet your organization’s individual needs.
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